Hi my name is Andrew in class 1.4 1.F

I am writing this letter to welcome future s1 pupils to know what they are in for in St Andrews Academy.

When I was in primary a felt shy and unconfident about me leaving primary especially when I was meant to go to Glennifer high. I didn’t know anyone in St. Andrews , but I was excited to meet new friends and teachers.

When you arrive at St. Andrews you will expect a good day in the school greeted by teachers and pupils. You will be getting known around the school with your s6 buddies that you will meet there. Secondary school is different than primary because the work gets harder , and exams and tests that may decide on your career.

My favourite subjects are tech, PE, personal learning. I like tech because you get to use heavy tools . I like PE because sport keeps fit and its fun. I like personal learning because this subject alerts me what happens around the world that I don’t know .

There are also different types of clubs before school, during lunch and after school. For me I love sports clubs the most because its fun and keeps fit as mentioned. I attended football the most because its my favourite sport and I have went to football clubs before.

Best things about St. Andrews are that you always find help if you need any, you have guidance teachers that can help you if you are upset or angry , teachers are very polite and you can learn lots of new things that can help you in life. You can look forward to finding new friends and school trips that are really fun.
My advice is to learn and have fun with your friends at lunch and breaks in a sensible way and stay happy if not you can always ask for help for your guidance teacher.

If you need any help you can ask a teacher, office or any of your trusted friends or adults, staff and mainly of course your guidance teacher as mentioned.